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Dialogue-Enhancing Sound Bar System™



product information sheet

Exclusive VoiceAdjust Technology 
Dramatically increases vocal intelligibility independent of program material  
and volume level to provide clean, clear, crisp dialogue whether you’re  
sitting directly in front of the TV or off to the side.  
 
Remote Compatibility
Compatible with Samsung, Vizio, LG, Sony and most TV / cable IR remotes.

Movie, Music and Sports Modes
Whether watching movies, sports, or enjoying music, get rich, powerful,  
 hi-fi sound that makes you feel like you’re immersed in the action.

Polk’s Exclusive Full Complement Bass Drive Technology 
Built-in Bass Drive Technology improves lower midrange, upper bass  
tonal richness, fast transient response, and overall output capability.

Built-in Critically Tuned Ports 
Provide optimum blending of mid-range and subwoofer.

Bluetooth® Wireless Technology 
Delivers quality sound from your smartphone, tablet or other  
compatible device.

Night Effect 
Lowers the low frequency response of the sound bar and sub’s driver  
array—perfect for night time viewing.

SmartBar™ 
Enables your sound bar to learn your TV’s original IR remote control.  
(Backup remote included)

Compact Wireless 7” Subwoofer 
Eliminates the hassles and clutter of wires.

Dolby Digital® Decoding 
Also compatible with Dolby Digital 5.1 and 2.0. 

Sound Bar / Subwoofer Time Alignment 
Recognizes when subwoofer signals are transmitted wirelessly and takes 
measures to ensure that the sound bar’s and subwoofer’s acoustic output 
arrive coincidently (time-coherently) for optimal transients and seamless  
blending through the crossover range.

Bass Control 
Allows for adjustment to optimize subwoofer room position.
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MagniFi One
Dialogue-Enhancing Sound Bar System

The Polk MagniFi One Sound Bar with our patent pending VoiceAdjust™  
Technology is a low-profile sound bar and wireless subwoofer system  
designed to deliver clear immersive audio no matter where you’re sitting 
in the room. Movies and shows look better with great sound—it’s a fact.
MagniFi One has Movie, Music and Sports Immersion Modes to ensure  
you get the best listening experience. 

VoiceAdjust Technology allows you to hear every word clearly, regardless 
of volume levels. And, with separate volume controls for Voice, Bass, and 
Master Volume, you can enjoy music, movies and games like never before.

The MagniFi One Sound Bar and Wireless Subwoofer System takes  
minutes to setup—no more clutter, cables and installation hassles. It’s time 
to upgrade from the tiny, poor-sounding speakers in your LCD TV to the 
rich, enveloping sound of MagniFi One.

Specifications

Wireless Subwoofer One 7.0” subwoofer (165.1 mm)

Drivers Two 3” x 1” full range drivers (63.5 mm)

Total System Power 240 Watts

Inputs optical, analog (3.5 mm input jacks)  
and Bluetooth (wireless)

Frequency Response 40 Hz - 22 kHz

Included in Box 6 ft analog stereo cable (3.5mm terminations),  
6 ft optical cable, 2 RCA adapter (3.5mm), rubber 
bump-ons, remote control (includes battery), power 
supply (bar), power cables (IEC termination)

Wall Mountable Yes

SKU # AM8114-A   INTL: AM8117-A

UPC 747192125394   INTL: 747192125660

Warranty 3 years speaker, 1 year electronics

Dimensions 2" h (5.2 cm) x 34.72" w (96.5 cm) X 3" d (7.6 cm)  


